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The dimensions of the symmetry classes of tensors associated with the product of
cyclic subgroups of the symmetric group are explicitly given in terms of the
Ramanujan sum. It can also be expressed as the Euler f-function and the MobiusÈ
 .function. The results of a paper of Cummings 1976, J. Algebra 40, 401]405 are
extended. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Let V be an n-dimensional complex vector space. Let mmV be the mth
tensor power of V and write ¨ m ??? m ¨ for the decomposable tensor1 m
product of the indicated vectors. To each permutation p in the full
 .symmetric group S there corresponds a unique linear operator P pm
 . y1 y1determined by P p ¨ m ??? m ¨ s ¨ m ??? m ¨ . Let G be a1 m p 1. p m.
 .subgroup of S and let I G be the set of all irreducible characters of G.m
  .It follows from the orthogonality relations for characters that T G, x '
  . < <.  .  .  .4x e r G  x p P p : x g I G is a set of annihilating idempo-p g G
tents which sum to the identity. The image of mmV under the map
 .T G, x is called the symmetry class of tensors associated with G and x and
 .is denoted by V G .x
 . cp .  .Since tr P p s n , where c p denotes the number of cycles, includ-
ing cycles of length one, in the disjoint cycle factorization of p , we have
x e .
cp .dim V G s x p n . 1 .  .  .x < <G pgG
* This research was done while the author was visiting the University of Hong Kong. He
expresses his thanks to the Department of Mathematics of the institute for support and
hospitality during his visit.
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 .Our goal is to obtain the dimension of V G explicitly when G - S isx m
of the form
 : :  :p p ??? p , 2 .1 2 k
where p , p s 1, . . . , k, are disjoint cycles in S of certain orders, say,p m
m , . . . , m , respectively. The irreducible characters of G are all linear and1 k
w xindeed are the tensor products 4 of the irreducible characters of the
 :cyclic groups p , p s 1, . . . , k:p
h j h j1 1 k kj j1 kx p , . . . , p s exp 2p i q ??? q , .h , . . . , h . 1 k1 k  / /m m1 k
h , j s 0, . . . , m y 1, p s 1, . . . , k . 3 .p p p
 : :  :THEOREM 1. Let G s p p ??? p , where p , p s 1, . . . , k, are1 2 k p
disjoint cycles in S of order m , . . . , m , and let x s x , 0 F h Fm 1 k h , . . . , h . p1 k
m y 1, 1 F p F k. Thenp
k 1 m rdk pmy m dps 1 pdim V G s n f h , m rd m n , .  . x p p  /m h , m rd / .ps1 p p p<d m p
4 .
where f is the Euler f-function and m is the Mobius function.È
 .Proof. By 1
x e .
cp .dim V G s x p n .  .x < <G pgG
1 f 1. f k .f 1. f k . cp ??? p .1 ks x p ??? p n , . 1 km ??? m1 k f
where the summation is over all mappings
k
 4f : 1, . . . , k ª 0, 1, . . . , m y 1 , f p g 0, 1, . . . , m y 1 . 4  4 .D p p
ps1
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 .Then, by 3 the above expression becomes
1 h f 1 h f k .  .1 k
exp 2p i q ??? q  / /m ??? m m m1 k 1 if
=ncp 1
f 1..q ??? qcp kf k ..qmykps1 m p.
k1 h f p . f  p. kp cp . my mp ps1 ps exp 2p i n n   /m ??? m mps11 k pf
m y1pk1 2p ih jk jp p pmy m cp .ps 1 p ps n exp n   /m ??? m m1 k pps1 j s0p
m y1pk 1 2p ih jk jp p pmy m cp .ps 1 p ps n exp n .   /m mps1 p pj s0p
 . j pNotice that if d s j , m , then p has d cycles of length m rd andp p p p
 j p.therefore c p s d. So we havep
m y1p 2p ih j 2p ih jjp p p ppcp . dpexp n s exp n   /  /m mp pj s0 <  .d m ds j , mp p p p
X2p ih jp p ds exp n  X /mX X p<  .d m 1s j , mp p p
s c X h nd , . m pp
<d m p
X X  .where m s m rd, j s j rd, and c n is the Ramanujan sum. It isp p p p k
w xknown 1, p. 164 that
f k m kr n , k .  . .
c n s , .k f kr n , k . .
 .  .  .where f n is the Euler f-function, i.e., f 1 s 1; for n ) 1, f n s
 .number of positive integers less than n and relatively prime to n, and m n
 .  . 2 <is the Mobius function, i.e., m 1 s 1; for n ) 1, m n s 0 if p n forÈ
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 .  . rsome prime number p and m n s y1 if n s p ??? p , where p , . . . , p1 r 1 r
are distinct prime numbers. It can be written as
k
c n s f n , k m .  . .k  /n , k .
 .  .since f n is multiplicative. So we have 4 .
 :Remark 1. If G s p , where p g S is an m cycle, the result reducesm
w xto Theorems 1 and 2 in 2 when x is the trivial character and a primitive
 . linear character, respectively. Indeed if h , m s m , i.e., h s 0 trivialp p p p
w x.  .  .  .  ..Xcharacter case in 2 then c h s f h , m rd m m rd r h , m rdm p p p p p pp
 .  .  w x.s f m rd and if h , m s 1 primitive linear character case in 2 inp p p
 .  . wXour result, c h s m m rd . One may want to use the expression 1, p.m p ppx161 .
k
c n s dm . k  /d< .d n , k
w xto state our result. Theorem 3 in 2 is of the same setting of our theorem
except that the condition m s k m is now removed and we have theps1 p
term nmy
k
ps1 m p.
 .Remark 2. One may guess abelian groups are of the form 2 and then
 . .:Theorem 1 can be generalized. But this is not true; e.g., G s 12 34 in
 . w xS is abelian but cannot be written in the form 2 . As noticed in 2 , the4
 .abelian group H isomorphic to a group G of the form 2 may yield
 . .:  .:different dimension; e.g., H s 12 34 , G s 12 in S are isomorphic4
 . 2 2 .  . 3 .while dim V H s n n q 1 r2 and dim V G s n n q 1 r2, wherex x0 0w xx is the trivial character 2 .0
w x  .Remark 3. In 3 another expression of dim V G is obtained whenx
 :G s p , where p is an m cycle.
Remark 4. The author expresses his thanks to R. Merris for drawing
w xhis attention to 2 .
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